
PART 8 – Assembly, testing and ‘it works’ ! 

I’ve spent a few hours with the Dremel, and come up with solutions to house the prototypes. 

The biggest problem is the stack of shields – which o course would eventually become custom PCBs. 

The units all must support LiPo boost converters or SLA batteries for the large LED displays, so there was 

some bending & stretching involved. 

 

As each module came together – new ideas became obvious, so the software evolved – and some features 

added – along with tweaks to the wireless comms. 

 

The final washup is a MEGA 2560 for the payment/serve node (needed the RAM and FLASH space.  All other 

nodes are UNOs. All have custom shields for wiring interfaces, and the seven segment nodes have home-

made (SX1276) LoRa shields.  The payment/server and Service nodes have Dragino LoRa shields – just for 

simplicity. 

If this ever becomes a ‘product’ – it will shift to custom PCBs as the stacks of Arduino form boards are almost 

unmanageable. 

 

The last few days have seen a lot of software refinement. 

Simple things like running totals for each sale prior to payment, and removing unwanted clutter from the 

limited area of the LCD display - have made a huge difference. 

 

As well as fine-tuning the basic functionality as already described – I added a command line console on the 

serial port – which allows me to adjust the run-time variables in each node while they’re running. 

IMPORTANTLY – nothing in the code is blocking – so comms, keypad, buttons and displays all operate 

asynchronously – based on data event or user input. 

Timeout periods also look after ‘forgotten/incomplete’  commands and flashing / dimming the displays when 

not needed. 

 

  
These console captures are from a seven-segment Order Collection node… 

Yes, it provides range checking and prompts to help with settings. 

 

This may seem like a luxury, but the operating values are stored in EEPROM, none of the nodes have a 

configuration user-interface - and I needed an easy way to adjust the various parameters – as well as editing 

the list of items for sale. This command-line interface has been added to all three node types –  

 

• Payment/Server  

• Order Collection/Serving station 

• Large seven-segment display boards (Cook/Prep & Next Order display) 

 

In the last case – the same hardware may perform two different roles – cook/prep status, or next order to be 

collected, so there’s a simple software switch in the configuration that changes the ‘role’ personality of the 

module if needed. All nodes can be duplicated – if they have unique addresses. 

 



The LoRa system I deployed is the RADIOHEAD ReliableDatagram protocol – which expects an ACK for each 

message sent for message integrity. 

The client nodes always initiate a transaction to the server node – which leaves the server free to accept 

messages from anyone as needed, and reply with the appropriate response sentence which can be seen in 

the following capture. 

 

Here, as an example I change the ‘role’ via command line…  followed by the comms debug output. 

 

 
 

The message sentence format is symmetrical – and simple. 

LoRa is limited in the message size – so it needed to be concise – which is fine in the limited memory of 

Armel AVR chips. 

 

I used the following for all comm in both directions – as Can be seen above - 

x:s:n:n:n comprising  msgtype : siteID : index : qty : string 

 

While not a great example – you can see samples above. 

 

Another important element added at this stage was to show/hide the debugging printouts – both for speed – 

but also to allow more focussed diagnosis.  Sixteen bits are set to enable/disable different elements of the 

debug output – to concentrate on the comms, data, control interfaces etc independently – or all at the same 

time.   
enum DEBUG_FLAGS { DB_NONE = 0, 

 DB_MINIMUM = 0x0001, 

 DB_COMMS = 0x0002, 

 DB_ORDERS = 0x0004, 

 DB_ITEMS = 0x0008, 

 DB_LCD = 0x0010, 

 DB_MSG_DETAIL = 0x0020, 

 DB_BUTTONS = 0x0040, 

 DB_ERRORS = 0x0080, 

 DB_MAXIMUM = 0xFFFF 

 }; 

 

NEXT issue will have some photos of the hardware and links to video demonstrations. I hope. 


